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Safeguarding Guidance for Scrutineers
Following recent complaints received by the Safeguarding Team from concerned parents, we wanted
to provide a reminder about best practice when it comes to checking that personal protective
equipment complies with the relevant technical regulations. Any checks on the undergarments worn
by competitors aged under 18 must be done in such a way that protects their dignity and privacy and
promotes their welfare.
Checks should be completed pre-event and in the presence of the competitor’s parent or PG licence
holder. Where circumstances require an additional check after the race has finished, again this should
be completed in an area away from public view, and in the presence of a parent or guardian.

Scrutineer role titles
We would like to remind Officials to use correct role titles as detailed on your licence or within the
Motorsport UK General Regulations (Eligibility Scrutineer, Chief Scrutineer etc.), for any appointments
you may have detailed in Specific Championship or Event Supplementary regulations, and – of
particular importance – when signing off any event paperwork. Sticking to these defined role titles
will avoid judicial challenges or potential insurance issues.

Sound testing
Environmental Scrutineers need to carefully consider the location for any sound testing and the
conditions to ensure that a reliable and representative test is conducted. The testing should be
undertaken outdoors with no large, potentially sound reflecting objects within 3 metres if you are
conducting the ½ metre test, or 10 metres for the 2-metre test. Of course, this includes things like
walls, buildings, trucks/awnings etc. but also consider the position of other cars in the vicinity!
Remember also that background sound levels should be at least 10dB(a) below the measured level.
Sound meters confirming to the minimum specification as set out in the Motorsport UK Yearbook
should be used, but also remember to check the meter with a calibrator regularly and at least before
each sound testing session.

FIA Helmet visor holograms
A reminder that visors fitted on the full-face helmets, which are homologated to FIA 8860 and FIA
8859 Standards, must be labelled with the correct FIA hologram sticker.
The marking must be implemented with the following dates:
• Visors manufactured as from 01.01.2016 must have an FIA sticker.
• Visors manufactured before 01.01.2016 do NOT have to be labelled with an FIA sticker and may still
be used without one.
The FIA sticker is a holographic, 10mm diameter silver logo with two letters as shown in the image
below.

We have had reports recently of some helmet painters or competitors either removing them, or
applying stickers over the top. As with any FIA homologation label, the sticker must remain intact and
visible on the equipment and removal of the label will void the homologation.

That shouldn’t be there!
It always pays to have a good look around and under things when scrutineering, to make sure that
there are no extras in the vehicle, as it can be amazing what can be found. Keep a sharp look out for
all kinds of objects left behind. The picture below was sent to us by a Scrutineer at a recent event, and
can you spot what should not be there?
Well, in it is a large oil lubrication can. This was
not noticed by the driver when he drove his car
to the paddock slot from the trailer, or when
the bonnet was opened and made ready for
scrutineering.
The embarrassed driver quickly removed the oil
lubrication can, and then all was well!
A good reminder to look out for things that
shouldn’t be there!

Future Scrutineering trial
The future Scrutineering trial for selected Circuit Racing and Karting events is now well under way.
With eight clubs taking part, and around 30 events having so far been completed, we are continuing
to process the reports and carrying out audits to measure the success of the trial throughout the
season.
One of the data sets we are using to monitor the trial is details of the number of vehicle faults found
by the scrutineers at the trial events. It is important therefore that if you are Scrutineering at a trial
event, you report all faults found – even if the competitor subsequently fixes it – to the Chief so that
they can report to us after the event.

Vehicle Passport inspection
In the last Bulletin we included an article with some helpful tips and reminders for completing a
successful Vehicle Passport application. One vital aspect of a Vehicle Passport inspection is to know
exactly what discipline/category/class the vehicle will be competing in, and to check the vehicle
carefully against the regulations for that discipline/category/class.
An example highlighted to us recently is two Minis inspected/issued with Vehicle Passports as
Modified Series Production cars for Sprints and Hill Climbs. When the Scrutineer for their first event
checked the cars, it was found that they both had major modifications to their bulkheads and didn't
comply with (S)13.4.5.
Having a clear understanding of the regulations that the car must comply with for the category is
essential, so that any issues can be resolved before the inspection is passed and the application
submitted. A Vehicle Passport inspection receipt should not be issued until you are satisfied that the
vehicle complies with all of the relevant regulations for the branch of the sport that it going to be
used in.

Helmet inspections
The helmet pictured below was presented at a recent Superkart event. The Scrutineers identified an
issue where the interior of the polystyrene liner appears distorted with a rough and uneven surface. It
was suggested that the damage was caused by either melting of the liner by a helmet dryer, or by
repeated pushing of the helmet onto a headrest for storage.
The polystyrene inner liner of the helmet is there to protect the head from direct impact by its
capacity to manage impact energy, it does this by being effectively ‘crushable’. Any changes to the
properties of this material either by heat distortion or compression may alter how it performs in an
impact and it is likely not to provide the same protection levels as the original undamaged material.
Therefore, correctly, this helmet was impounded for the duration of the event.
However, a further issue with this helmet was that the competitor or helmet painter has lacquered
over the blue Motorsport UK helmet approval label, meaning that the scrutineers could not remove
the sticker to ‘void’ the helmet! Competitors should be reminded not to paint or lacquer over the
Motorsport UK approval sticker. If a helmet is to be painted after a sticker is applied, the sticker
should be removed and a new sticker applied by a Scrutineer following a detailed inspection after
painting.

FIA Safety Bulletin #15

Dear Colleagues,
The Hybrid/Hybrid Pro is a type of FIA-approved Frontal Head Restraint (FHR) device made by
Simpson race products, which protects a driver in a front-on collision and angled-frontal
impacts.
It uses a combination of straps around the driver’s body to anchor it, which then connects to the
helmet to support their neck in an impact. The video in this link provides a best-practice
overview of how to properly wear the Hybrid/Hybrid Pro device to ensure optimum performance.

Drivers must ensure that the Hybrid & Hybrid Pro is used with at least five-point harness which
are FIA-approved. When seated, the Hybrid/Hybrid Pro straps should be adjusted to enable the
helmet to move a maximum of 50mm forward and to rotate left and right.
The rear tethers should be adjusted first, followed by the front. The lateral free movement
should be less than 25mm and less than 90° on each side. More detailed information to help
competitors on the selection and installation of Hybrid & Hybrid Pro device can be viewed in

this link.
The angle of the shoulder belts should be between 10° and 25° viewed from above, and
between 0° and 20° viewed from the side. Make sure the shoulder straps run freely between the
shoulder slots.
The Hybrid & Hybrid Pro must only be worn with FIA-approved helmets. You can view a list of
helmets that can be used by using the following links: TL 41, 49, 33 and 69.

